
Standards-Based Report Card Rubric: Grade 1 Science
Report Card
Section

Report Card
Statement

Standards
Assessed

Term
Assessed

Assessment of Mastery

Mastered Grade Level
Standard (3)

Approaching Grade Level
Standard (2)

Insufficient Progress on
Grade Level Standard (1)

Process Skills

I can collect
data and make
observations
using simple
tools to
measure and
compare

1.2C collect data
and make
observations using
simple equipment
such as hand lenses,
primary balances,
and non-standard
measurement tools;

1,2,3,4

Consistently and independently
collects data using simple tools

Consistently and independently
makes observations using
simple tools.

Inconsistently collects data
using simple tools

Inconsistently makes
observations using simple tools

Students may collect inaccurate
data or make inaccurate
observations

Limited ability/unable to
collect data and make
observations using simple
tools

Students may make poor or
inaccurate observations.

May make general
observations without tools

I can plan and
conduct
simple
descriptive
investigations
safely

1.2B plan and
conduct simple
descriptive
investigations;

1,2,3,4

Consistently and independently
plans and conducts simple
descriptive investigations

Inconsistently conducts
teacher-directed descriptive
investigations

Plans descriptive investigations
with support

Able to plan descriptive
investigations but not conduct
them accurately without support

Limited ability/unable to plan
simple investigations

Limited ability/unable to
conduct simple investigations
with assistance

I can
communicate
observations
and provide

1.2E
communicate
observations

1,2,3,4

Consistently and independently
communicates accurate
observations

Inconsistently communicate
accurate observations

Limited ability/unable to
communicate observations

1.2E provide Consistently and independently
able to share explanations using

Inconsistently provide an
explanation using data.

Limited to no ability to
provide reasons for
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Process Skills

reasons for
explanations
using student
generated data
about simple
descriptive
investigations

reasons for
explanations using
student-generated
data from simple
descriptive
investigations.

data.

Consistently and independently
provides reasons for
explanations using student
generated data about
descriptive investigations

Inconsistently provide reasons
for explanations using student
generated data

May communicate related
observations but not connect
them to their explanations using
student generated data.

explanations using student
generated data

I can make
predictions
based on
observable
patterns

1.3B make
predictions based
on observable
patterns; and

1,2,3,4

Consistently and independently
makes appropriate and
reasonable predictions based on
observable patterns

Consistently and independently
able to find observable patterns

Inconsistently make reasonable
predictions based on observable
patterns.

May make predictions without
using patterns to support their
thinking

May make inappropriate
predictions using patterns.

Limited ability/unable to
make predictions based on
observable patterns.

May make inappropriate
predictions

Limited ability/unable to
recognize patterns

Physical
Science

I can classify a
variety of
objects by
observable
properties

1.5A classify objects
by observable
properties of the
materials from
which they are made
such as larger and
smaller, heavier and
lighter, shape, color,
and texture

1, 2, 3,
4

Consistently and independently
classifies objects by observable
properties such as

● larger and smaller
● heavier and lighter
● shape
● color
● texture.

Inconsistently classifies objects
by observable properties such
as

● larger and smaller
● heavier and lighter
● shape
● color
● texture.

Limited ability/unable to
classify objects by observable
properties such as  larger and
smaller, heavier and lighter,
shape, color or  texture.

I can identify
and discuss
how different
forms of
energy are
important to
everyday life

1.6A identify and
discuss how
different forms of
energy such as
light, heat, and
sound are
important to
everyday life;

2, 3, 4

Consistently and independently
identifies and discusses how
different forms of energy such
as light, thermal, and sound are
important to everyday life.

Inconsistently identifies and
discusses how different forms
of energy such as light, thermal,
or sound are important to
everyday life.

May be able to recognize
examples of different forms of
energy but be unable to describe
their importance to everyday

Limited ability/unable to
identify and discuss how
different forms of energy such
as light, thermal, or sound are
important to everyday life.
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life.

Earth Science

Earth Science

I can observe,
compare,
describe and
sort
components of
soil and
natural sources
of water

1.7A observe,
compare,
describe, and sort
components of soil
by size, texture,
and color;

3, 4

Consistently and independently
observes, compares, describes,
and sorts components of soil by

● size
● texture
● color

Inconsistently observes,
compares, describes, or sorts
components of soil by

● size
● texture
● color

May be able to observe and
describe the specific properties
of samples of rocks but not sort
or compare.

Limited ability/unable to
observe, compare, describe,
and sort components of soil

Students may be able to
observe but not describe, sort,
or compare different samples

1.7B identify and
describe a variety
of natural sources
of water, including
streams, lakes, and
oceans;

Consistently and independently
identifies and describes natural
sources of water including
streams, lakes, and oceans

Inconsistently identify and
describe a variety of natural
sources of water including
streams, lakes, or oceans

May be able to identify a
variety of natural sources of
water but are not able to
describe their properties.

Limited ability/unable to
identify and describe sources
of water including streams,
lakes and oceans.

I can observe
and record
changes in the
appearance of
objects in the
sky and
weather.

1.8A record
weather
information,
including relative
temperature, such
as hot or cold,
clear or cloudy,
calm or windy, and
rainy or icy;

2,3,4

Independently, consistently and
accurately records weather
information including

● relative temperature
● hot/cold
● clear/cloudy
● calm/windy
● rainy
● icy

Inconsistently or inaccurately
records weather information
including

● relative temperature
● hot/cold
● clear/cloudy
● calm/windy
● rainy
● icy

Students may be able to observe
weather information but not
record it.

Limited ability/unable to
record weather information

1.8B observe and
record changes in
the appearance of

Consistently and independently
observes and records changes
in appearance of the Moon, Sun

Inconsistently observes and
records changes in the
appearance of such as the

Limited ability/unable to
observe and record changes
in the appearance of objects
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objects in the sky
such as clouds, the
Moon, and stars,
including the Sun;

and stars in the sky Moon, Sun and stars in the sky

May be able to observe changes
in the appearance of objects in
the sky but not accurately
record the data.

such as the Moon, Sun  and
stars in the sky

Students may be able to name
objects in the sky but are
unable to describe how they
change

Life Science

Life Science

I can gather
evidence to
analyze and
record
examples of
interdependen
ce found in
various
situations

1.9C gather
evidence of
interdependence
among living
organisms such as
energy transfer
through food
chains and animals
using plants for
shelter

4 Consistently and independently
gathers evidence of
interdependence among living
organisms such as energy
transfer through food chains or
animals using plants for shelter.

Inconsistently gathers evidence
of interdependence among
living organisms such as energy
transfer through food chains or
animals using plants for shelter.

Student may gather insufficient
evidence or not recognize the
interdependence among living
organisms.

Limited ability/unable to
gather evidence of
interdependence among living
organisms such as energy
transfer through food chains.

Limited ability/unable to
gather evidence of
interdependence among living
organisms such as animals
using plants for shelter

1.9B analyze and
record examples of
interdependence
found in various
situations such as
terrariums and
aquariums or pet and
caregiver

Consistently and independently
analyzes and records how
animals depend on plants,
animals depend on animals, and
plants depend on animals.

Inconsistently analyzes and
records how animals depend on
plants, animals depend on
animals, and plants depend on
animals.

Students may analyze and
record how animals depend on
plants, but not animals depend
on animals, or plants depend on
animals.

Limited ability/unable to
analyze and record how
animals depend on plants,
animals depend on animals, or
plants depend on animals.
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I can observe,
record, and
investigate
how the
external
characteristics
of an animal
are related to
their survival
and life cycle.

1.10A investigate
how the external
characteristics of
an animal are
related to where it
lives, how it
moves, and what it
eats;

4 Consistently and independently
describes all three
characteristics of an animal -
where it lives, how it moves,
and what it eats.

Inconsistently describes at least
two characteristics of an animal
- where it lives, how it moves,
or what it eats.

Limited ability/unable to
describe one characteristic of
an animal - where it lives,
how it moves, or what it eats.

1.10D observe and
record life cycles
of animals such as
a chicken, frog, or
fish.

Consistently and independently
observes and records life cycles
of animals such as a chicken,
frog or fish.

Inconsistently observes and
records life cycles of animals
such as a chicken, frog or fish.

Limited ability/unable to
observe and record life cycles
of animals such as a chicken,
frog or fish.

Consistently = Able to complete tasks with 85-100% accuracy of the time over the assessment term (i.e., They are mostly accurate.)

Inconsistently = Able to complete tasks with 50-84% accuracy of the time over the assessment term (i.e., They are accurate more than half the time.)

With supports = Instructional tools (i.e., math tools, dictionaries, word walls) or teacher prompts (i.e., suggesting strategy, asking questions, giving sentence stems)

Limited Ability/Unable to = Able to complete tasks with less than 50% accuracy of the time over the assessment term
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